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Abstract 

In terms of the notion of a specific class of ranked semilattices, called regular quantum 
matroids, we prove the Erdiis-Kc-Rado-type results in a unified way for the association schemes 
J,(n,d) of vector spaces and H,(n,d) of bilinear forms, together with their Delsarte t-designs, 
respectively. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 

Keywords: Erd&KeRado Theorem; Association scheme; Delsarte t-design; Regular quantum 
matroid 

1. Introduction 

Let 9 be a collection of k-subsets of an n-set X satisfying the property that 
Ix f’ yl >r for ail x, y E 9, where 0 <r d k. Erdijs et al. [4], among others, proved 
that IF]<(iI:) ifn>(r+l)(k-r+l), and equality holds if and only if F consists 
of all k-subsets which contain a fixed r-subset of X. Moreover, Wilson [20] showed 
that the bound (Y + 1 )(k - Y + 1) given above is best possible. Analogous results 
are known for some other combinatorial structures, e.g., for Hamming schemes [8], for 
vector spaces [5], for matrices [6,7], and for dual polar spaces [14]. On the other hand, 
an extension of Erdos-K+Rado theorem still holds if F is replaced by a collection 
of blocks of classical t-(n, k, A) designs. Indeed, Rands [9] proved the following result: 
Let g be the set of blocks of a classical t-(n, k, A) design, and 0 <r < t, then there 
exists a function f(k, t, Y) with the following property: if 9 G $3 such that Ix n ~13 r 
for all x, y E 9, then IBI is bounded above by the number b, of blocks containing a 
fixed set of Y points whenever n >f(k, t, r). Furthermore, the only families of blocks 
reaching this bound are those consisting of all blocks which contain a fixed set of r 
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points; more specifically, 

f(k,t,r)< 
i 

r+(,k)(k-r+l)(k-r) if r<t-I, 

r + (k - r)(f)’ if r=t- 1. 

Generally speaking, the Erdijs-Ko-Rado theorem gives sharp upper bounds for the 
cardinalities of subsets 9 of elements of rank k in a Boolean algebra of rank n (the 
whole, or its subfamily) with the following r-intersecting property that the meet of 
any two elements of F is of the rank at least r, and characterizes the extremal cases. 
Furthermore, Rands’ results can be extended to more general contexts since the no- 
tion of classical t-design has been generalized to vector spaces and matrices in terms 
of association schemes [3]. For a symmetric association scheme (X, {R;}s<i<d) with 
d classes, the inner distribution of Y CX is the vector a = (aa,al,. . . ,ad) where 

ai= ICY X Y)nRil/lYl, and the dual inner distribution of Y is another vector 
a^=(&,a^,,... , id) with ci = aQ/lYI where Q is the second eigemnatrix of (X, {Ri}O<i<d). 
A nonempty subset Y of X is called a Delsarte T-design if its dual inner distribution 

a^ = (60, a^, , . . . ,a^,,) satisfies the conditions that ii = 0 for i E T. In particular, we simply 
call it a t-design instead of { 1,. . . , t}-design if T = { 1,. . . , t}. Note that the concept of 
a t-design refers to a well-defined ordering of the eigenspaces of a scheme. Here we 
are interested in the q-analogue Johnson scheme J,(n,d) and the scheme of bilinear 
forms H,(n,d), refer to [l] for details. Delsarte t-designs for them can be stated more 
precisely as follows: Let V be a vector space of dimension n over GF(q). A collection 
B of d-dimensional subspaces, as a multiset, of V is called a q-analogue t-design 
or t-design in Jg(n,d) if any t-dimensional subspace of V is contained in exactly 1 
members of %?. The first nontrivial example for t 82 was given by Thomas [ 181, see 
also [ 10, 1 1,13,15,16] for more details. For a vector space V of dimension n + d over 
GE’(q) and W a given n-dimensional subspace of V, define di = {X E [Y] (X n W = 0) 
for i = d and d - 1. The incidence structure II = (&d, &d_ 1, I)), called an attenuated 
space, can be viewed as the scheme H,(n,d), see [6] for more details. A collection 
a C &?d, as a multiset, is called a t-design in H4(n,d) if any t-dimensional subspace 
U of V with U n W = 0 is contained in exactly 2 members of g. See [2,3,15] for 
more details. 

Some preliminaries about a specific class of ranked semilattices, i.e., regular quantum 
matroids introduced by Terwilliger [17], are given in Section 2. In terms of the notion 
of regular quantum matroids, we will prove the Erdijs-Ko-Rado-type results in a unified 
way for the association schemes J,(n,d) of q-analogue Johnson schemes and for the 
association schemes H,(n,d) of bilinear forms in Section 3 following the ideas used 
in [5,6]. It then covers the ErdBs-Ko-Rado-type results for vector spaces [5] and 
for bilinear forms [6] as Corollaries 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. Moreover, a tight upper 
bound for the cardinalities of r-intersecting families within t-designs of regular quantum 
matroids under some numerical constraints is given in Theorem 4.2. The corresponding 
result [9] for classical t-designs is successively generalized to t-designs in Jy(n,d) and 
H&n, d) (Corollary 4.3). 
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2. Preliminary 

A quantum matroid, introduced by Terwilliger [17], is any nonempty ranked poset 
.Y satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) P is a (meet) semilattice. 
(2) For all x E 9, the interval [0,x] is a modular atomic lattice. 
(3) For all x, y E .Y satisfying rank(x) <rank(y), there exists an atom a E 9 such that 

afy, a $xX, and aVx exists in 9’. 
For a quantum matroid 9, the rank of 9, rank(P), is max{rank(x) 1 x E 9). The 

quantum matroid 9 is occasionally written as (&,A, ,Al,. . . ,&) where Ai = {x E B 1 
rank(x) = i} for 0 <i < d = rank(P). For any subset A C B and any element u E P, 
we define 

A(u)={xEA Ix<u, or udx}, 

i.e., the set of all elements in A which are comparable with U. A regular quantum 
matroid 9’ = (Ao,Al ,A2,. . . ,Ad) with parameters (d, q, IX, p) is a quantum matroid of 
rank d satisfying the following additional conditions of regularity: 
(4) IAl(u)(=q+ 1 for all UEA~. 
(5) For any pair of elements (x, y) of 9 such that x E Ad_,, y E Ad, and x A y E Ad-2, 

I{(u,O)IuEAd, uEAd_I,u=xVu, and u=u~y}(=cl+ 1. 
(6) I&(x)\ = B + 1 for all x E Ad-i. 

The following are examples of regular quantum matroids: 

Name 4 a P 

The truncated Boolean algebra J(n, d) 
The Hamming matroid H(n, d) 
The classical polar spaces 

The truncated projective geometry Jq(n, d) 

The attenuated space H,(n,d) 

1 
1 

>l 

>l 

11 

1 
0 
0 

4 

q-1 

n-d 
n-l 

i”:+,, _ , 

4 n-d _ 1 

As shown by Terwilliger [ 171, there are no others with rank d > 4. Here we are inter- 
ested in the regular quantum matroids with d >4, q > 1, and CI >O, i.e., JJn,d) and 
H,(n,d). To prove the main theorems of this paper, some lemmas for counting purpose 
are given in the rest of this section. Lemma 2.1 provides some properties of regular 
quantum matroids which will be used later in Sections 3 and 4. 

Lemma 2.1 (Terwilliger [17, Lemma 27.6 and Theorem 39.21). Let 9= (Ao,A,,Az, 
. . . , Ad) be a regular quantum matroid with parameters (d, q, a, p), and assume d 94, 
932, and a>l. Then crE {q - l,q}. Moreover, for all XEA~, the interval [0,x] is 
isomorphic to the projective geometry PG(d - 1,q). 

It is worth mentioning that for all x, y E 9 with x d y, the interval [x, y] is isomorphic 
to the projective geometry of dimension rank(y) - rank(x) - 1. For all integers j,q, c(. 
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we define ej = ej(q, ~1) as in [ 171 by 

ej=l+a 
j [I 1 ’ 

where 

n [I =(q”-l)(q”-‘-l)...(q”-‘+1-l) 

r (q’- l)(q’-1 - l)...(q- 1) 

is the Gaussian coefJicient with base q. The following lemma can be easily obtained 
by using similar arguments in Corollary 33.5 [17]. 

Lemma 2.2. Let .Y = (Ao,A, ,A2,. . . ,Ad) be a regular quantum matroid with parame- 
ters (d, q, CI, b). Let r and t denote integers such that 0 6 r < t Qd. Then for all x E A,, 

Proof. Theorem 33.4 [17] showed that [A,+,(x)1 =(l + pqd-r-l/ed_,_l)[dlr]. Com- 
puting the number of paths x = xr,xr+r,. . . , xt with rank(xi)=i (r<igt<d) in two 
ways shows that this number is IA,+,(x,)l.IAr+2(xr+l )I . . IA&-l )I from left to right, 
and it is IAl(x nfrr [I’] fi om right to left by Lemma 2.1, as required. 0 

The following properties of Gaussian coefficients will be used repeatedly later, where 
(1) and (2) are straightforward, and (3) follows from (2). 

Lemma 2.3. For q> 1 and 1 <r<n, 
(1) [J = &[n;‘]Y (r#n), 

(2) q”-’ d s <2q”-‘, and 

(3) q r(M)< [,“I <q’(“-‘+l). 

Using Lemma 2.3, we derive the following key inequalities which will be needed 
in the proof of Theorem 3.1. 

Lemma 2.4. Let d, q, ~1, /3 denote integers such that d 24, q 22, and a> 1. Assume 

P>@ 
d+l 

[ 1 1 
ifqB3, and P>CY 

d+2 

[ 1 1 
if q = 2. 

Then 
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Proof. By (1) of Lemma 2.3, 

It suffices to show that 

cqr+p _ l)(qd-r+’ _ 1) 

cqp - l)(q - 1) 

< 1 + 84d-r-p ~ for l<p<d-r. 
ed-r-p 

If q>3 and /?a~.[~:‘], then by a+ 124 (Lemma 2.1) 

1 ; bqd-‘-p >1 + P(q- l)>qd+’ 
-/ . 

ed-r-p Q! 

On the other hand, by (2) of Lemma 2.3 

cqr+tp _ ~)(~d-‘+’ - 1) < 2q’(qd-‘+’ - 1) 

(qP - l)(q - 1) q-l 
< 3qd. 

The assertion follows. If q = 2 and fi > c1 [d:2], then for 1~ p <d - r 

cqr+p _ l)tqd-‘+’ - 1) s pqd-r-p 

(qp-l)(q-1) <qd+2’1fiC1+ ed-r--p’ 

as required. 0 

3. EKR results on regular quantum matroids 

The technique used by Hsieh [5] and Huang [6] can also be applied in the framework 
of regular quantum matroids to prove ErdGs-Kc+Rado-type results for some classes of 
regular quantum matroids. As noted in the previous section, both J,(n,d) and IIg(n,d) 
are the only regular quantum matroids with q> 1 and c1 >O. The known analogues of 
the ErdGs-Ko-Rado theorems for vector spaces [5] and for bilinear forms [6] are then 
easy corollaries of theorem 3.1 after transforming conditions on fl into conditions on n. 

Theorem 3.1. Let P= (Ao,AI,A~, , . . ,Ad) be a regular quantum matroid with para- 
meters (d, q, CI, p), and assume d 24, q 22, a > 1. Further assume p B a [“;‘I tj” q 2 3, 
and fl >a[d:2] if q = 2. If 9 C Ad has the property that rank(x A y) >r for all 
x, y E 9 (r <d), then 

(1) 141< n;:rl<l + s), and 
(2) equality holds if and only if 9 = Ad(U) for some u E A,.. 

Corollary 3.2 (Hsieh [5]). Let V be a vector space of dimension n over GF(q), and 
let B be a collection of d-dimensional subspaces of V with the property 
that dim(x n y) > r for all x, y E 8, where 0 <r <d. Assume that n > 2d + 1 and 
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(n,q)#W+ 1,2). Then l%_I<[l~j, and equality holds tf and only if % consists of 
all d-dimensional subspaces which contain a fixed subspace of dimension Y. 

Corollary 3.3 (Huang [6]). Let V be a vector space of dimension n + d over GF(q), 
and let W be a given n-dimensional subspace of V. Let &dd = {X E [z] 1 X E W = 0}, 
and let % be a subset of &d with the property that dim(x n y) Zr for all x, y E %, 
where O<r<d. Assume that n3d+l and(n,q)#(d+1,2). Then j%l<q”(d-‘), and 
equality holds tf and only tf % consists of all elements of&d which contain a fixed 
subspace U of dimension r with U n W = 0. 

Indeed, Theorem 3.1 can be proved following the same steps are given in [6], to- 
gether with Lemma 2.4. The following unified proof is given for the sake of complete- 
ness. For the rest of this section, we assume that 9 = (Ao,A, ,A2,. . . ,Ad) is a regular 
quantum matroid with parameters (d,q, a,p) as given in Theorem 3.1. 

Proof of Theorem 3.1. Suppose that 9 C Ad with the property that rank@ A y) 2 r 
for all x, y E %, and rank(/\x,,Fx)<r - 1. We want to show that I%1 < nfG’( 1 + 
/?qd-i-i/ed-i- I). L et u E A, be the element with maximum [Ad(v) fl %I for all v E A,. 
Since rank(/\,,,~x)6r- 1, there exists an element xi E % such that ran&xi A U) < r- I. 
Let w be a relative complement of xi A u in the interval [0,x1]. Note that rank(w - 
r+l and every element w’ (w’ Gw) has the property that w/Au= 0. Let WI E Ad-r+l(w). 
So uv y~Ar+~ for any atom YEAI( Since rank(xAxi)>r, rank(xAwi)>l for all 
XE%. Thus we have %(u)G lJVEAICw,) %(u V y). Moreover, I%(u V y)l6 IAd(U V y)l. 
Therefore, by Lemma 2.2, 

I%(u)l< c I/(uVY)ld[d-;+l] E (1+S). 
YEAl i=r+l 

If there exists an atom y* E Al (WI ) with the property that rank((u A y* ) A x) 2 r for all 
XC%, then 

> 
(by Lemma 2.4.). 

Otherwise, we may assume that for any y Cal, there is an element xY E 9 
such that rank((u V y) A xY) dr - 1. Therefore, there is an element wY E Ad_,.+, (xY) 
such that (uV y) A wY = 0, and so UV y Vz E A,.+2 for any atom ZE AI( Since 
rat&(x Ax,)>r, rank(x A wY) > 1 for all x E %. Hence, we have %(u V y) C lJrEA,(,,,) 
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%(u V y Vz) and 

for all y E Ai (WI ). From above rank@ A WI ) B 1 for all x E 9, hence 

Fix an atom yr E A, (WI ), and denote the corresponding element w),, of rank d - Y + 1 
by ~2. If there is an atom y* ~Ai(w~) such that rank((uvyl vY*)~x)>r for all 
x E %, then 

Otherwise, we may assume that for any y E AI( there is an element xY E % 
such that rank((u V y1 V y) Ax,)<r - 1. Therefore, there is w_” E Ad_,.+l(xJ) such that 
(uvyl vy)Aw,~=O,anduVytVyVzEA,+3 foranyatomzEAl(w,). Sincerank(xA 
xY) B r, rank(x A wY) 2 1 for all x E %, again we have 

(%(UVYl Vy)l< c I@-_(UVYl VYVZ)lG 
ZEA,(W~) 

[*;‘qiiJ+g?J 
for all y E Al (~2). It follows that 

(au v Yl )I G c l~(UVYl VY)ld [d-;+‘]?iii(l+~). 
IJEA I (%) 

So far, we have either 

,%,<G ( 1 + pqdpi-’ 
,=r ed-1-l 

or 

I%@ V Y)l d + fiqd-‘-’ 
ed-i- I > 
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for all y EA, (WI ). Hence, in the latter case, we have 

pyu)J< c ,F(u”y),<[d-;+lll z (I+@=). 
Ysl (WI) i=r+3 

Repeating this process, we may conclude that either 

1 + pqd-i-’ 
ed-i- I > 

or 

,$7(u),< [d-;fl]P ; (I+=) 
i=rfp 

for all p (1 d p dd - r). For the latter case, given an x E 9, then 

i.e., in both cases, we have IFI< nfIrl(l + fiqd-‘-‘/ed-i-l). ??

Note that Lemma 2.4 plays a significant role in the above proof Though classical 
polar spaces form another class of regular quantum matroids, they are excluded from 
Theorem 3.1 due to the fact that the inequalities in Lemma 2.4 are no longer true. 

4. EKR results on tdesigns in regular quantum matroids 

Let P=(&A~,Az, . . . ,&) be a regular quantum matroid with parameter (d, q, a, j?), 
and let 0 <Y < t 6 d be integers and u E A,. We have shown in Lemma 2.2 that the cardi- 
nality /At(u)1 is a function of r and t only, which is independent of the choice of u EA,.. 
Motivated by this observation and by the notion of classical t-designs, we are inter- 
ested in subsets of Ad with a similar property. A collection g C Ad is called a t-design 
in 9 if there exists a positive integer 1, called index, such that ({y E a’(z < y}/ = A 
for all elements z E A,. By more delicate analysis, the ideas used by Rands [9] essen- 
tially work for proving analogues of the ErdGs-Ko-Rado result for t-designs in regular 
quantum matroids under some numerical constraints (Theorem 4.2). 

For any element u E A,. (0 dr < t), the numbers b, = I{ y E Blu < y}( can be expressed 
as follows: 

Lemma 4.1. 
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Proof. For any given element u E A,, count the set {(u, y)lu E AI, y E a, and u < u d y} 
in two ways. By Lemma 2.1, there are [:I;] 1 e ements u E AI in the interval [u, y]. It 
follows from Lemma 2.2 that 

Theorem 4.2. Let 9’ = (Ao,Al,Az,. . , Ad) be a regular quantum matroid with param- 
eters (d, q, a, fl), d 24, q 22, and a > 1. Let r, t denote integers such that 0 <r < t Gd, 
and &I a t-design in B with index 1. Zf 9 c S9 is a family with the property that 
rank(x A y) > r for all x, y E 9, then 

(i.e., br 1, 

whenever 

a [ (r+l)(d-r+l) 
1 

I if r<t - 1, 

PZ 

a 
2r(d-r+ 1) 

1 I if r=t - 1. 

Furthermore, IS-( = b, if and only if 9 = B(u) for some element u E A,. 

The following corollary can be obtained simply by applying Theorem 4.2 to reg- 
ular quantum matroids J,(n,d) and H,(n,d) the parameters of which are (a,p)=(q, 
[“-;+‘I- 1) and (q - 1, q” - 1 ), respectively. Note that the notion of t-designs de- 
fined above in regular quantum matroids is identical with that of Delsarte t-designs in 
association schemes J,(n, d) and H,(n, d). 

Corollary 4.3. Let 91 be a t-design in J,(n,d) or H,(n,d), and B G 9 a collection of 
blocks with the property that dim(x n y) 2 r for all x, y E 8, where 0 d r < t Gd. Then 
there exists a function f (d, t, r) such that IP”( d b, whenever n af (d, t, r). Moreover, 

f(d, t, r) = 
d+(r+l)(d-r+l) ifr<t-1, 

d+2r(d-r+ 1) if r=t - 1, 

for the case of J,(n,d), and 

f (4 t, r) = 
(r+l)(d-r+l) ifr<t-1, 

2r(d-rfl) if r=t - 1, 

for the case of H,(n,d). 

In what follows, we assume that .9 is an r-intersecting family of a t-design 99 in 9 
with index A as defined in Theorem 4.2. Before the proof of Theorem 4.2, we will 
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derive a key inequality in Lemma 4.5. For any PEA,, define nP=/{xEBJp<x}j. 
Let V = {p E A& 82) and w = (81. We have the following lemma: 

Lemma 4.4. 

(1) c p&G+$% 
and 

(2) c pewnp(np - 1)2w(w- I). 

Proof. Since there are [4] elements of rank r in the interval [0,x] by Lemma 2.1 for 
all x E .?T, ( 1) is obtained by counting the set {(p, x)lp E %, x E 9, and p -<x} in 
two ways. To prove (2), denote 3” by {x1,x2,. . . , x,,,}, as a multiset, and count the set 
{(p,xi,xj)JpEV, p<xi Axj, and xi,xj E%, if j} in two ways. We have 

c np(np - 1) = C J{uEA,(uGxi Axj}l 
pEW (.r,,Xj)EFX~,ifj 

2 I{(&,xj)I%,XjE~-, i#j}l 

=w(w-1). 0 

If 9 # a(u) for any element u E A,., then for each p E CT?, there exists some x E 9 
such that rank(pAx)=s for some s<r - 1. Let 

A={(p,x)(p~V, XE% and rank(pAx)<r- l}, 

m, = max I{y~B[p<y, and rank(yAx,)ar}l, 
(PJ,)E~ 

rank(pAx,)=s 

and 

m=,p~~_~I{~~~JpQy, and rank(yAxP)>y}(, 
P 

Clearly m =max~g,~,_t m,. Note that, for any given pair (p,xp) E ~4' and any element 
y E % with p d y, rank(y Ax,)ar since y,x, E %. Therefore, np <m for all p E %. By 
(1) and (2) of Lemma 4.4, we have 

W(W-l)<Cnp(np-l)<(m-l)Cn,<(m-1)~ : . 
pE% PEW 

[I 
It follows that w - 1 <(m - 1) [:I, and hence w <m[f]. It is done if m[f] <b,. An 
upper bound for m is derived as follows: 

Lemma 4.5. 

(l)Ifr<t-1 and ~~m~[r[d-~‘1],~[(d-r’(2~-f”d]}, 
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then 

(2) ffr=t-1, then 

Proof. Let cj = maxUEA, ({x E SYlu <x} 1, then cj < 1, for all j 2 t, and cj = bj for all 
j < t - 1. Let (p,xp) E A with rank(p l\xp) = s. Since there are [f:,T”] elements u E A, 
in the interval [p AX,,X,] and rank(u V p) = 2r -s for each such element V, we have 
m, < [f:,f] c~,.-,~ where 0 <s 6 r - 1. Hence 

(1) If r<t- 1 
Case 1.1: If r<t/2, then ms<;l[,dZ~]n~=^:,_,Y(l +-/?qd-‘-‘/ed-i-I) for O,<s,< 

Y- 1. Let 

If B3a[d-,““], then by (2) of Lemma 2.3, 

Pqd-2’ +s 
ed-2rCs 

> 1 +Kq - 1 )/a 

> 1 qd--r+’ / 

and hence f(s) is an increasing function of s on the range 0 <s < r - 1 whenever 
r<t/2 and P>Lx[~-;“]. 

Case 1.2: If t/2<r<t- 1, then 

m= mu ms 
OSsSr-I 
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The same argument as in Case 1.1 shows that f(s) also increases over the range 
2r-t+l<sdr-1 whenever t/2<r<t-1 and 

Then 

max( [;;;]i;@,V(l+$&i) ~2r-t+l<S<r-l}=0r-l). 

Next, we look for conditions for the inequality j(2r - t + l)> [:I. By (3) of 
Lemma 2.3, 

f(2r-t+l)/ [;I = [dJy;;;l] (1+5)/ [“I 

l+P(q- 1)/a 
’ q’(d-‘+I)-(t-r-l)(d--r) 

= 1+&4-W 
q(d-r)(2r-r)+d . 

Hence if /3 2 a [@ - ‘jc2L - ‘) + ‘1, then f(2r - t + 1) > [:I. It follows that m 6 Af 
(r- 1) whenever t/2<r<t- 1 and 

fi>max{a [*-;+‘I ,a [(dmr)(:r,)+d]}. 
(1) follows from the above two cases. 
(2)Ifr=t-1, thenforallO<sGr-1, 2r-s&r+l=t.Itfollowsthat 

m= max m,63, . 
OQsGr-I 

Hence (2) follows. 0 

Proof of Theorem 4.2. Based on the above observation on the upper bound of m, we 
complete the proof of Theorem 4.2 by looking for conditions for the inequality 

By (1) of Lemma 4.5, 

rn<l 
[ I d-i+1 i (1 +Bqd-‘-‘/ed-i-i) if rtt- 1 

i=rfl 
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and 

Therefore, it suffices to consider the inequality 

i.e., 

[f] [“-;+I] a+%. (*) 

Since 

[“I [d-;+I] <q(‘+‘)(d-‘+l) 

and 1 + fi(q - 1)/a< 1+ /?qd-r-‘/ed_r-l, the above inequality (*) holds if 

P>a 
(r+l)(d-r+l) 

1 I. 
Therefore, m [,“I G b,, whenever r < t - 1 and 

By (2) of Lemma 4.5, m <A[:] if r = t - 1. Therefore, it suffices to consider 

Since 1 + /?qd-‘/ed+ 2 1 + j?(q - 1)/a and [:I’ <q 2r(d-rf’) 
above inequality holds if 

(by (3) of Lemma 2.3), the 
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Since (~1 =w<M[~] db,. when p satisfies these conditions, and % # g(u) for any 
element u EA,, this completes the proof of Theorem 4.2. 0 

Remark. Clearly, 98 =Ad is a t-design with index A= fly;’ (1 + /?qd-‘-‘/ed-;-l ) by 
Lemma 2.2, and hence the cardinal@ of any r-intersecting family % C &?=Ad is 
bounded above by 

which is identical with the one given in Theorem 3.1. However, the bound for p given 
here is not as good as the one given in Theorem 3.1, and they are equal only if Y = 0. 
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